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Abstract. The of finite and coding been linked probability theory 
its foundation the work Shannon, and further enrichment, by Schiitzenberger. 
a parallel symbolic dynamical whose behaviour governed by finite 
automaton been studied several aspects, by Hell, Binkowska 
and [4, 13, Weiss has to them name of .x>jstems and has shown 
they constitute generalization of Markov chains Since then, and his 
have shown theoretical development this field lead to remarkable 
treatment engineering problems coding [l]. 
this paper, continue the of this area and some new 
Probability measures words are in their with coding finite automata. 
particularly insist the notion a rational measure which, perhaps not 
new. has yet received the attention deserves. 
In first section, fix the and prove preliminary results. particular the 
properties of probability measures established. The section deals probabil- 
ity for which sequences obtained some coding mutually independent. 
contains two results. The one gives under which restriction of probability 
measure a given submonoid is Bernoulli measure. extends a due to 
The second is due Langlois and published here the first In the remaining 
sections, consider the of transferring probability measure one free 
into another Several new are proved complement the previously obtained 
collaboration with [5,6] 
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We begin with some definitions. let A be an alphabet and let A* be the set of 
finite sequences of elements of A, called words on A. The empty word is denoted 
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by 1 and the set of nonempty words is denoted by A’. The length of a word u is 
denoted ]u]. A probability measure on A” is by definition a mapping n: A* + [0, I] 
from A* into the interval [0, l] of the reals associating to each word u in A” a 
nonnegative real number rr(u) such that 
1 7r(ua)= 7-r(U) and ~(1) = 1.’ 
(1. -1 
A probability measure on A* can be extended to a measure on the powerset of 
A* by defining for each U c A” 
7-r(U)= c n-(u) 
lli Ii 
which real number ~0. verify that for integer 
More generally, let that is to a subset not containing 
any its elements. Then one can verify that n(X) = 1 finite 
set code maximal for property. 
said to be inuariant for each word u in A* 
7r(au) 
<,r 4 
The simplest example of an invariant probability measure is that of a Bernoulli 
measure. It is a mapping ir: A* --z [0, I] which is a multiplicative morphism such 
that Cot ,, x(a) = 1. 
More generally, a probability measure rr on A * is said to be a Markov measure 
if there exists an A x A matrix P = (~(a, h)) and a row vector A = (h(a)) indexed 
by A such that for each letter b in A 
n(b)= 1 A(a)p(a,h) 
‘Ii 4 
and for each u in A* and a, b in A 
n-(uab) = ~(ua)p(a, b). 
The matrix P is called the transition mart-ix of z-. Remark that the vector A and 
the matrix P are stochastic, i.e. the sum of components of A is 1 and the same holds 
for each row of P. Moreover, for u = a,a2 . . a,, with a, t A one has 
x(u) = 4a,)p(a,, 4 . . . P(an I > a,,) 
= C A(a)p(a, a,)p(a,, 4 . . ~(a,,-, , a,,). 
t,r A 
Conversely, given a stochastic A x A matrix P and a stochastic vector A indexed 
by A, the above formula defines a probability measure on A*. 
’ This terminology is justified by the fact that one may canonically attach to 17 a probability measure 
on the Bore1 r-algebra of the set A‘” of right infinite sequences of elements of A (see below Section 4). 
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An important generalization of Markov measures is the notion of a rational 
probability measure, to be introduced now. We first recall some definitions from 
automata theory (see [3] or [7] for instance for a more extended presentation). We 
consider the set of mappings from A* to OX+ also called formal series. This set is 
equipped with the operations of sum and product defined for all u in A* by 
((T+T)(u)=ff(U)+T(u), (T7(u)= 1 o(v)r(w). 
II = I’\*’ 
Moreover, when u( 1) = 0, the star of o is the series (T* = C,__,, a”. 
A series is said to be R+-rational if it can be obtained from series with finite 
domain through a finite number of sums, products and stars. By a fundamental 
theorem, when the alphabet A is finite, this is equivalent to assume the existence 
of a finite set Q, a morphism 
P:A*+IW,Q”~ 
from A* into the monoid of Q x Q matrices with elements in R,, a row vector A 
in rWT and a column vector y E Ry such that for all u in A* 
The triple (A, cp, y) is called a representation of TK Bernoulli measures on a finite 
alphabet A give the simplest example of rational probability measures. They corre- 
spond to the case where the set Q has just one element. In this case one has the 
formula 7-r = (COCA rr(a)a)*. 
1.1. Proposition. Let A be a jnite alphabet. Any Markov probability measure on A* 
is rational. 
Proof. Let n be a Markov probability mesure defined by the pair (A, P). For each 
a E A, let cp( a) be the A x A matrix defined by 
cp(a)(a’, 4 = 
p( a’, a”) if a = a”, 
o 
otherwise. 
Let cp be the morphism from A” into R yxo thus defined and let y be the column 
vector defined by r(a) = 1 for all a in A. Then (A, cp, y) is a representation of 7~. n 
The following statement explains the link between probability measures and 
rational series. 
1.2. Proposition. Let A be a jinite alphabet. A mapping Z-: A*+R, is a rational 
probability measure on A* @there exists a representation (A, cp, y) qf TT such that 
(1) the matrix m =CrreA q(a) is stochastic, 
(2) the vector A is stochastic and y(q) = 1 for all q in Q. 
Moreover rr is invariant ifSA may be chosen such that 
(3) Am =A. 
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Proof. The conditions are sufficient. Indeed, one has n( 1) = Aq( 1)-y = Ay = 1 and 
for all u in A* 
<,L-A 4~0) = <,f, b(ua)y = Ac~(u)my = Av(u)y = z-(u). 
Moreover if Am = A, a similar computation shows that rr is invariant. 
Conversely, let r be a rational probability measure on A* given by a triple 
(A, cp, y). We may suppose, possibly eliminating useless elements of Q, that this 
triple is trim, that is to say for each qc Q there are integers k, 130 such that 
(Am’),,#O and (m’y),#O. 
We now check by induction on k that for each k 3 0 and each u in A” 
n-(u) = Ap(u)m’y. 
Indeed, it is true for k = 0 and if it is true for k, then 
Ap( r4)hi’ y= 1 A~(ua)m”y= 1 71.(ua)=n(u). 
<I 4 (1. 4 
(1) 
As a consequence of equality (I), changing y to any element y’ of the closure of 
the convex hull of the set of vectors mhy for k 2 0 still gives a triple (A, cp, y’) 
representing m. It also follows from equality (1) that, in particular, we have, for 
every ka0, hm”y= 1. 
Since the triple (A, cp, y) is trim, this implies that the elements of mh remain 
bounded when k goes to infinity. Thus the sequence of vectors 
yh=i i m’y 
I I 
contains a subsequence converging to a vector y’. This vector satisfies my’= y’ and 
since it belongs to the closure of the hull of the m’y, k 2 0, the triple (A, cp, y’) 
represents rr. 
Up to elimination of useless elements of Q, we may suppose that all components 
of y’ are non-zero. Let D be the diagonal matrix defined by D(q, q) = y’(q). Then 
the triple (AD, D-‘cpD, 0-l y’) satisfies both conditions (1) and (2) of the statement 
and is a representation of ?T. 
Finally, if r is invariant, a similar argument shows that if (A, ‘p, y) is a triple 
satisfying conditions (1) and (2), then A can be changed to a vector A’ satisfying 
(3). cl 
Let A and B be two alphabets. A monoid morphism cp : B* + A* is said to be 
alphaheric if .f( B) c A, i.e. the image of a letter is a letter. When Z-’ is a probability 
measure on B* andJ‘: B” + A* is a alphabetic morphism, the mapping v : A” --z [0, l] 
defined by 
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is a probability measure on A* called the image of 7~’ under f: One also says that 
7~’ is an extension of 7~. 
1.3. Example. Let p, q 3 0 be such that p + q = 1 and let 
m= ; 0” , A=[1 01, y’=[l l] 
[ 1 
in such a way that my = y and A y = 1. Let A = {a, b} and let 
PO P(a)= 1 o * 
[ 1 oq P(b)= o o .[ 1 
The triple (A, cp, y) defines a rational probability measure on A*. This measure can 
be represented by the diagram in Fig. 1 using the convention that at vertex 1 there 
is a probability p to read a and a probability q to read b. 
b 
a 
Fig. I 
1.4. Proposition. The image qf a rational probability measure is again rational. 
Proof. Let,f: B* + A* be an alphabetic morphism and let &be a rational probability 
measure on B”. By the definition of rational series, r’ can be described by an 
expression using a finite number of sums, products, stars and letters from B. The 
image n of r’ is obtained by replacing every letter b from B in this expression by 
the letter ,f( b) and -X is therefore also rational. 0 
1.5. Proposition. Let A be u,finite alphabet and let T be a probability measure on A*. 
The following conditions ure equivalent: 
(1) r is a rational probability measure. 
(2) T is an image of a Markov probability measure T’. 
Proof. (l)+(2): Suppose that n is given by a representation (A, cp, y) satisfying the 
conditions of Proposition 1.2. Let B be the set B = Q x A x Q and let P’= (p((q, a, r), 
(q’, a’, r’))) be the B x B matrix defined by the conditions 
p((q, a, r), (q’, a’, r’)) = 
i 
cp(a’)(q’, r’) if q’ = r, 
o 
otherwise. 
The matrix P’ is stochastic. Let indeed (q, a, r) be in B. Then 
C p((q, a, r), (q’, a’, r’)) = C C cp(a’)(r, r’) 
(lJ’,o’.r’)r H a’< A I’< Q 
= r:o m(r, r’) = 1. 
Let A’= (h’(q, a, r)) be an arbitrary row vector such that for each r in Q 
c A’(q, a, r) = A(r). 
,‘,,a)* QXA 
The vector A’ is stochastic since A is. Let n‘ be the Markov probability measure 
associated with (A’, P ‘) and let us show that rr is the image of rr under the canonical 
projection .f from B = Q x A x Q onto A. Let rr” denote this projection. Then 
7T”( a) = 7r’(J‘_‘( a)) = 
,,,,& r’(p7 a, 4, 
=c ‘, A’(r, h, s)P’((r, b, .s), (P, a, 9)) 
c,1,q,iqxcJ ,r,h.\,< H 
=c c A’(r, b,p)c~(u)(p, 4) 
c,‘,yl’-~xcJ (r.hli yx/t 
= 1 ACp)cp(a)(p, q)= da). 
(I’.‘I)‘VXV 
An analogous computation allows one to show by induction on the length of a word 
II in A* that .x(u) = rr”( u). Hence d’= T. 
The implication (2)+(l) is a direct consequence of Proposition 1.4. 0 
We end this section with a few properties of probability measures to be used in 
the sequel. Let n be a probability measure on A*. We say that a subset U of A* 
admits a densir if the sequence of numbers V( U n A”) converges in the average 
when n + a. The limit is called the density of U, denoted 6( U). The following 
property is well-known and easy to prove. 
1.6. Proposition. Let rr he a probability measure otz A* and let Xc A* be a prqfix 
code. One has 
(i) ,for all u in A*, z-( uX) s z-(u) and, in particular n(X) c 1, 
(ii) S(X) =O, 
(iii) 6( XA*) = T(X). 
As a remark, when r is an invariant probability measure, we obtain a symmetric 
statement of the above holding for sufix codes, that is, sets of words containing no 
proper suffix of their elements. 
The following statement, which we prove directly, can also be deduced from 
Poincare’s recurrence theorem. 
1.7. Proposition. Let T be an invariant probability measure on A*. For every word u 
in A* such that rr( u) > 0 one has rr( uA*u) = +CC. 
Proof. Up to a change of the alphabet A into the set of words of length Iu/, we 
may suppose that u is a letter a in A. Also we may suppose that A has just two 
letters a and b. Let X,, = u(b”u)” and let us show by induction on the integer n 20 
that r( X,,) = ~(a). 
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This is true for n = 0. Now from the formula A* = b* + b*aA* we deduce through 
left multiplication by X, that 
X,A* = X,,b*+X,,+,A*. 
But X,, is both a prefix and a suffix code and X,,b* is a suffix code. Since 7~ is an 
invariant probability measure, by applying S on both sides and using Proposition 
1.5, we obtain that QT(X,) = r(X,,+,). This proves that r(X,,) = ~(a) for all n ~0 
and gives the conclusion since aA*a =C,,-.,X,. 0 
2. Multiplicative measures 
Let X be a subset of A*. We say that a probability measure rr on A” is 
X-mulriplicarive if for all x, 4’ in X” 
%-(x-v) = ?T(X)Tr(.Y). 
Recall that a set X c A* is said to be a code if for any x,, y, in X, 1 G is n, 
1 sjs m, the equality 
XIX2 . . x,, = y, y> . y,,, 
implies n = m and x, = I’, for 1 s is n. Prefix codes are the simplest example of codes. 
2.1. Proposition. Let X c A* be a code and let rr be a probability measure on A*. Jj 
VT is X-multiplicative, then T(X) s 1. 
Proof. Let ,fx and fx* be the formal series in one variable t defined by 
fA = 1 n(XnA”)t”, fx+= 1 rr(X*nA”)t”. 
n -0 ,I -0 
Since X is a code we have 
.fx*=l+fx+f;+~~~=l/(l-fx). 
Since the coefficients of fY* are at most equal to 1, its radius of convergence is at 
least equal to 1. Hence&(l)< 1. q 
Bernoulli measures give examples of X-multiplicative measures. We shall see 
later on (Section 3) a large class of examples for prefix codes. The pair (X, n) of 
a prefix code and an X-multiplicative probability measure is what Feller [8] has 
called a recurrent event. 
Let X c A* be a code and let r be an X-multiplicative probability measure on 
A*. By Proposition 2.1, we have r(X) d 1 and we are interested to study the case 
where the equality n(X) = 1 is reached. 
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We recall some definitions used in [2]. A set CJ c A* is said to be thin if there is 
at least one word x in A* which is not a factor of any word in U, i.e. such that 
A*xA* n U = Cn. 
A set which is not thin is said to be dense. A code X c A* is said to be complete if 
X* is dense. It is known that any set which is maximal as a code is complete and 
that conversely any code which is both thin and complete is maximal as a code 
([2, p. 62, 671). The following result generalizes the one which is already known for 
the case of Bernoulli measures [2]. 
2.2. Theorem. Let X be a thin maximal code. Let r be a probability measure which is 
( 1) invariant, 
(2) X-multiplicative, 
(3) positive on X, i.e. z-(x) > 0 ,for all x in X. 
Then r(X) = 1. 
Proof. We first observe that r is in fact positive on all A”. Indeed, since it is 
X-multiplicative and positive on X, it is positive on X”. Now since X is complete, 
there are for all u in A” some words p, q in A” such that puq is in X”. Since n is 
invariant, we have rr( u) 3 rr( puq) whence 7~( u) > 0. 
Now, since X is thin there is a word u in A* which is not a factor of any word 
in X. But since X is complete, for every v in A*, the word uvu is a factor of a word 
in X*. Thus there is a prefix g of u and a suffix d of u such that dvg E X”. This 
proves that there exists a finite family of pairs (I,, r,), 1 s is n of words such that 
uA*u c A I,X*r,. 
I ~1 
Hence 
T( uA*u) s $ r(I,X*r,) S w-(X”). 
,=, 
Since rr(u)>O, we know from Proposition 1.7 that z-(uA*u) is infinite, and hence 
by the above inequality also rr(X*) is infinite. Finally, since X is a code r(X*) = 
I,, -,, (4X))” whence x(X)= 1. q 
The preceding theorem applies in particular when rr is a positive Bernoulli 
measure. The following example shows that it applies in more general cases. 
2.3. Example. Let A = {a, b, c} and let X be the prefix code X = {b, ~}“a. Let v be 
an invariant Markov probability measure on A* given by a matrix P= (p(i,j)) 
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satisfying the following condition for each i in A: p(u, i) = n(i). For instance, any 
doubly stochastic matrix P of the form I I I 3 3 3 
P= pqr 
[ 1 s t u 
satisfies this condition. Let us show that 7r is X-multiplicative. Let indeed J’ = ua 
be in X” and let x = ala?. a,,_,~ be in X*. Then 
7r(yx) = 7r(vax) = 7r(va)p(a, a,). . . p(a,,-,, a) 
= r(vu)r(u,)p(u,, 02) . . . p(u,1-,u) 
= 7r(y)7r(x). 
Hence such a r is a probability measure which satisfies, for the above prefix code 
X, all the three conditions of Theorem 2.3, but r is not necessarily Bernoulli. 
We now intend to prove that the situation met in the above example cannot occur 
with a finite prefix code. In the proof we shall use the following well-known property 
of positive matrices. A nonnegative A x A matrix P is said to be irreducible if for 
every a, b in A there is an integer n > 0 such that Pn(u, b) > 0. The property is that 
an irreducible nonnegative matrix has, up to multiplication by a scalar, only one 
eigenvector with all components nonnegative (see [9] for a proof of this property, 
which belongs to the Perron-Frobenius theory). The following result is due to 
Langlois [ 141. 
2.4. Theorem. Let X = A’ he a jinite maximal prejix code. Any positive probubilit? 
measure on A* that is both invariant and X-multiplicative is a Bernoulli probability 
measure. 
Proof. It is enough to show that for any letter a in A and any word w in A* one 
has rr(uw) = r(u)r( ~1) since that implies that for all u, v in A* one has V( uv) = 
7r(u)7T(v). 
Let us then fix a letter a in A and a word w in A*. Since X is a maximal finite 
prefix code there is an integer n such that u’ is in X. Also, there is a multiple m 
of n such that for each letter b in A one has bu”‘= X*u*. Let cy = ~(a”). For each 
b in A, let M(b) be the n x n matrix defined for 0~ i, j 4 n - 1 by 
M(b1CC.j) = 
~(bu”‘+‘~‘) if bu”“‘~J E X”, 
o 
otherwise 
and let M be the matrix M = Chia M(b). 
Let also v be the column vector defined by v(j) = ~(u’w) for O<j < n - 1, and 
let us verify that we have Mv = CYV, i.e. that v is a right eigenvector of M for the 
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eigenvalue u. Indeed, for 0 s i s n - 1 we have 
Mv(i)= 1 Tf(ba Illi I M’) = x ‘i’ M(b)(i,j)u(j). 
hi A hiA, 0 
For each letter b in A there is a unique integerj with 0s.j s n ~ 1 such that bu"' “-I 
is in X*. Thus, rr being X-multiplicative, we have 
Mv( i) = 1 z-( bu”‘+‘w). 
/I, /\ 
Now, since 7~ is also supposed to be invariant we obtain 
Mv( i) = 5r( a”‘+ ‘H’) = ~rr( a’w) = crv( i) 
whence the desired result. 
Finally, M is irreducible since M 2 M(a) and since M(a) is itself irreducible 
being of the form 
M(a) = 
... 0 
0 0 a ... 0 
. . . . . . . . 
lnir;u~) 0 0 .” . a 0 I with (Y # 0. 
Since an irreducible matrix has, up to a multiplicative constant, only one eigenvector 
with all its coordinates nonnegative, the number v(j)/v(O) is independent of j, 
whence for 0s-j s n - 1, 7~( a’w)/x( w) = ~-(a’) giving for j = 1 the formula to be 
proved. 0 
We do not know whether Theorem 2.4 is still true in the case of a finite maximal 
code which is not prefix. Actually, a close analysis of the proof shows that the result 
holds under much weaker hypotheses. We only use the fact that n is invariant, 
X-multiplicative, that X is a prefix code and that for each letter a in A (except 
possibly one) 
(1) there is an n such that u’ E X and r( a”) > 0, 
(2) for each letter b there is a ,j such that ba’ t X. 
For instance any prefix code on the alphabet A = {a, b} containing a” and ba”’ for 
some n, m 3 0 satisfies the above hypotheses. 
3. Extensions of probability measures 
Let Xc A’” be a code. We use the term “probability measure on X*” with the 
meaning of a mapping p : X” + [0, l] such that p( 1) = 1 and for all J’ in X” 
x /J(.Vx)=cL(!‘). 
\i x 
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Given such a p, we shall denote by /1’ the function defined A* as equal to p on 
X* and taking the value 0 elsewhere. We shall consider in this section the problem 
of extending p to a probability measure on A*. 
We recall that a rational subset of A* is, by definition, a set such that its 
characteristic series is rational. In this section we shall freely use elementary 
properties of rational sets which can be found in most textbooks on finite automata 
(see [7] for instance). 
3.1. Proposition Let A be a,finite alphabet. Let X c A* be a prejx code and let t.~ be 
a probability measure on X*. 
(1) The meaSure p can be extended in a unique way to a probability measure r on 
A*. 
(2) !fX is a rational subset qf A* and if p’ is a rational series, then also ir is a 
rational probability measure. 
Proof. We say that a word v in A* is a right context ofa word u in A* if uv = x,x?. . x,, 
with x, E X, 1 s is n and lvl< lx,,I. We denote by C,.(u) the sets of right contexts of 
U. Since X is a prefix code, we have C,(x) = (1) for every .Y in X*. 
Let TV be a probability measure on X*. We extend it to A* by defining for any 
u in A* 
Indeed, when u is in X* we have 
c 
<I i A 
r(ua) = IY II = p(u) = n(u). 
When u is not in X”, the set C,(u) is a disjoint union of the sets aC,.( ua), for a E A, 
whence 
To prove that 7~ is unique, we consider another probability measure n’ equal to 
71- on X”. Let u be in A*. Since C,(U) is a prefix code, we have, by Proposition 1.6, 
T’(U)3 1 7-r’(w) = c Tr(uv) = T(U). 
L’ i c -, c L, , (,I <‘,( I,, 
Since 7r and n’ are probability measures, the above inequality holding for any u in 
A*, implies v = n’. 
Let us now suppose that X is a rational set and that p’ is a rational series. Let 
(A, cp, y) be a representation of p’. Since X is rational, the set 
Z={C,(~)(UEA*} 
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is a finite set of subsets of A”. For all E in % we denote 
F(E)={uEA*IC,(~)= E}. 
The sets F(E) are rational subsets of A”. Then we have 
?r=c rr(cI)u=C c l*(uv)n 
I,’ 4* I,’ 4. ,,I c ,(I,, 
=I 1 c p(uv)u 
, c I,$ I-,! , (I( I. 
where we have used the notation y,. for the vector y, = I,,~ ,, C,C( V) y. This shows 
that 7r is a finite sum of rational series, hence a rational series itself. 0 
This preceding result becomes false in the case of a code which is not prefix. In 
fact, neither the existence nor the uniqueness of the extensions hold in this more 
general case. We can however always perform the following canonical construction. 
Let X be a code. A contut of a word c’ in A” is a pair (u, M’) of words such that 
the following two conditions hold: 
(1) UUU~=.Y,.Y~ .._ Y,, with x,tX, I~isn; 
(2) /ui < 1.~~1 and 1rty1 < Is,,/ 
Let C’(V) denote the set of contexts of a word c’. Let p be a probability measure 
on A”. We denote by 
h(X) = ,“, I.+(.~) 
the average length of X. 
3.2. Proposition. Let X c A’ he a code and let p he a probability measure on X” 
such rhat A (X) < +a. 
( 1) The ,formu/a 
1 
p’y(z’)= A(X) ,,,.w,< c ,I, ~ c p(uL’u.) 
dqjines a probabilit~~ measure on A*. 
(2) [f p is invariant, then so is pl.‘. 
(3) !fX is,finite and if p is rational, then also p ’ is rational. 
Proof. Let D = {( v, ~1) E A+ x A+lvw t X). The set of contexts of the empty word is 
C(l)=Du(l, 1). 
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Hence, 
PX(l) = & ( ( yuw)+l*(l)) L’, n < 
=$) ( ,“, w-IMx)+yJyx) =l. > 
Let now u be in A*. We have 
This proves claim (1). 
The proof of claim (2) is symmetrical. 
Let us prove claim (3). Since X is finite and since p is a rational probability 
measure on X”, the series C.,IxI p(x)x is an R+-rational series on A*. Let P be 
the set of proper prefixes of words in X and let S be the correspondtng set of 
suffices. For any pair (u, w) E P x S, let 
X,, =X n uA+, Y,,,=XnA+w, L,,,. = x,,x * n x * Y, 
We remark that UZIW is in L,,. iff (u, w) is in C(v). Since L,,,. is a rational set, the series 
is again rational. The same holds for the series B: MI = u~‘B,,,J~~‘. But, by the 
definition of CL* we have 
Hence /1 x is a rational series. 0 
One may prove a statement which is slightly more general than claim (3) of the 
preceding proposition, replacing the hypothesis by that of claim (2) in Proposition 
3.1, namely that X is a rational set and that p’ is a rational series, where p’ is the 
series equal to p on X* and equal to 0 elsewhere. The proof is completely analogous. 
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As an example of this situation, let us consider a rational prefix code X. Let 
p E R, be the positive real number such that 
The Bernoulli measure on X” 
/_&(-u) = p- “’ 
satisfies the above hypotheses 
system can be obtained in this 
4. The tower construction 
defined by the formula 
The unique measure of maximal entropy of a sofic 
way (see [5]). 
In this section, we shall study the case when the previously constructed probability 
measure pLs happens to be an extension of the probability measure p we started 
from. We first recall how one may come back from our presentation to the usual 
setup of probability theory. 
Let R be a set, 9 a o-algebra of subsets of R, ,f’: R + C! a measurable one-to-one 
map from R onto itself. A prohabilit~~ measure on R is a map m : 9+ [0, l] that is 
m-additive and such that m(0) = 1. The measure m is said to be finvariant if 
m(,f-‘(U)) = m(U) for all U E 9 and it is said to be ergo&c if for all U E 9 such 
thatJ‘-l(U)= U we have m(U)=0 or 1. 
Let now A’ be the set of two-sided infinite words on the alphabet A, that is, of 
mappings cy : Z + A. The topology of simple convergence turns A’ into a compact 
topological space. Let ti be the corresponding Bore1 (r-algebra, that is, the [r-algebra 
generated by the open subsets of A”. Let v be the shift defined for each cy in An 
and i in Z by 
cN(i)=cr(i+l) 
The shift is a one-to-one map which is continuous and hence measurable. For a 
word u = u,,a, . a,, in A’, we denote by [u] the cylinder set 
[u]={aEAkla(i)=a,, Osisn}. 
The set .o;l of finite unions of cylinder sets is an algebra of subsets of An contained 
in 8. Let K be the (r-algebra generated by d. 
Let 71 be a probability measure on A”. Then there is one and only one g-additive 
measure p7 on .cJ which satisfies pL,([u]) = V(U) for all u in A”. The measure pr 
extends in a unique way to a probability measure on ‘C: (see [ 15, p. 231) and the 
map x+P., is one-to-one from the set of probability measures on A” onto the set 
of probability measures on %. 
Let now 9 = { cr”([ u]) 1 u E A*, rz E Z} be the set of shifts of cylinder sets. The set 
of finite unions of elements of 9 is an algebra .PI’ of subsets of A” which generates 
the Bore1 (r-algebra of A”. 
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Let rr be an invariant probability measure on A*. There is one and only one 
a-additive map on .pP’ satisfying p,(a”([u])) = r(u) for all u in A* and all n in Z. 
It extends in a unique way to a g-invariant probability measure pu, on 93 and the 
map n+pr is one-to-one from the set of invariant probability measures on A* onto 
the set of q-invariant probability measures on j3. In what follows, we shall use the 
same symbol to denote n and p, since this does not bring any risk of confusion. 
Let now X be a subset of A”. The tower on X” is the pair (R,, , T\ ) denoted also 
(0, 7) where R is the set 
~r={(P,i)EX’x~Il~i~IP(O)I} 
and where T: R --f (1 is the map defined by 
4P, i) = 
1 
(P, i+ I) if i < IP(O)l, 
(g%(P), I) if i=JP(O)J 
where CT,~ denotes the shift operating on XL. Thus T “pushes” the point w = (p, i) 
on the top of the tower and then takes it down to the point (cT~(/~), 1) (see Fig. 2). 
P ox (PI 
Fig. 2. 
Let 93,> be the Bore1 v-algebra of R, considered as a subset of XzxN. The 
projecrion p: l2 + A’ is the map defined by the following conditions: 
(1) if p(p, i) = (Y, then ~(0) is the ith letter of /3(O), 
(2) p’=ap. 
The map p is continuous and hence a fortiori measurable. 
Another equivalent way to visualize the tower 0 on X” is to define a new alphabet 
T={x,]xEX, lSis(xl} 
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and to identify the point (p, i) t R with the two-sided infinite word w E Y’ represen- 
ted in Fig. 3 corresponding to thecase where/S-1)=x, p(O)=y,p(l)=z, IxI=m, 
)_tlI = n, /zI = 0. The shift on the tower then corresponds to the ordinary shift on Y”. 
Let v be a probability measure on .Sn. We denote by p( v)( cl) = V( pm’( U)) for 
U E p, and call P(V) the image of v under p. One may verify that if v is invariant 
or ergodic the same holds for p(v). For a word JJ = x0x, . . x,, in X* we let 
The following result is a classical one (see [16]). 
-1 0 1 
x1 .” X m Y , ‘.’ Y i_, Y i Y i+, ‘.. Y" z, .” zp 
Fig.3 
4.1. Proposition. Let p : X” + [0, l] h e an invariant probability measure on X” such 
that the average length A(X)=c,, 1x1 , p(x) is ,jinite. Then there exists a unique 
r-invariant probability meu.sure v on 98,) such that 
4[.vl.\, i)= (llA(X))l*(Y) 
,for every nonempty set ([ yls, i). Moreover, if‘p is ergodic, then v is also ergodic. 
Thus, starting from an invariant probability measure on X* such that A(X) < oc 
we obtain a probability measure p(v) on A” by first constructing the measure v on 
the tower and then projecting it on A”. Let us show that p(v) coincides with the 
measure p ’ defined in the preceding section. 
We still denote by C(v) the set of contexts of a word v in A”. By the definition 
of the projection p: R + A” we have for all v in A* 
p-‘([VI)= u ([uv~‘l,,lul+lL 
~ll.Il’~r (‘(I-, 
This union is disjoint and we have for all v in A* 
1 
P(l’)(v)=4(P~‘(rvl)=h(x) (,,, ~,).(,L.) 
[ 
z: p(uvu’) 1 
‘p”(v). 
Let now p be a probability measure on A* which is invariant and X-multiplicative. 
By Theorem 2.2, if X is a thin maximal code and n is positive on X, then S-(X) = 1. 
Hence the restriction p of rr to X * is a Bernoulli probability measure. The object 
of this section is to show that, under appropriate hypotheses, the measures 7~ and 
P’ are equal. 
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We shall say that a probability measure rr on A * is tempered if there exists a 
constant M > 0 such that for all a, h in A and u in A* we have ~(aub) 2 Mp(u). 
A tempered probability measure is always positive. Conversely, a positive and 
rational probability measure is tempered. The following result generalizes the main 
result of [12] which started with a positive Bernoulli measure on A*. 
4.2. Theorem. Let X be a thin maximal code and let rr be an invariant, X-multiplicative 
and tempered probability measure on A*. Let t.~~ be the probability measure on A* 
dejined by 
Then TI = t_~~. In particular, the measure TT is determined by its values on X. 
Proof. Since X is thin, there is a word f E A* which is a factor of no word in X. 
Since rr is tempered, there is k > 0 such that for all v E A* ~(.fvf) > kr( v). 
Also, since X is maximal we can associate to each v in A* a context (u, w) such 
that u is a suffix off and w a prefix off: As a consequence of the previous inequality, 
we then have 
~X(v)~(l/A(X))rr(u~w)~(l/h(X))~(fvf)~k’~(v) 
with k’= k/A(X). 
Let .%’ be the subset of the Bore1 g-algebra 93 defined by 
W={U&~~x(U)~k’~(U)}. 
The previous inequality shows that 9 contains the algebra 9 generated by the 
shifts of the cylinder sets. Let (U,,), _(, be an increasing (respectively decreasing) 
sequence of elements of 93’ and let U = U U, (respectively U = n U,,). We have 
~~‘(U)=lim~X(U,,)~limk’~(U,,)=k’~(U) 
and hence U E 3’. Thus, by a classical result (see [lo, p. 27]), 5% contains the 
a-algebra generated by 9, that is, the whole Borel-algebra 9I of A”. 
As a result, the probability measure v on g is absolutely continuous with respect 
to the measure px. Since 7r and px are a-invariant and since px is ergodic, it 
follows that p”” = rr. q 
We do not know whether the hypothesis that rr is tempered is necessary in the 
previous theorem. As a corollary and using Proposition 3.2, we obtain the following 
rather surprising result, for which we do not have a direct proof. 
Corollary. Let X be a finite maximal code. Any invariant X-multiplicative probability 
measure on A” is rational. 
We may remark that in the case of a maximal prefix code, this statement is an 
immediate consequence of Proposition 3.1. It is not even necessary to assume that 
7~ is invariant. 
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